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EGG NOG
i Add a dash of nutmeg, whip cream if you prefer, spike

with brandy or bourbon and you have an egg nog to aN
make your party perfect.
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Phone 677-J Barnesboro
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Currier and Ives Card:

Commercial production of

Christmas cards in the United

States began about 1835 with
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The Most RBeantifel Thing on
WWhewds

America’s Loweat-Priced Laxarious New Interior Color
Straight Eight Harmonies
Lewest-Priced Car with
Hydra-Matie Brive* il. Beogent Sents with Combort.

Contenred
Mest Pewerful Pountiae
Engines Ever Built 13. Long-Filex §

Chelee of Silver Streak Extrs Smooth R Lew Pressure Tires ou Extra
Engines—-Kight or Six 13. New Sweepstream Feader with Wobde Bbw
Smooth, Flashing Silver Highligh 23. Frost and Rear Arm Bests
Streak Performance 14. Swations Extrade 23. Qualby Fleer Coverings
Improved, Smoother Hydra- Curved Windshield
Matic Prive* 34. Eresbiotne for Loag,
Distinctive New Gull-Wing 15. Wide, Easy Access Peers

Walter MoOoy Post 614 Stvileg 16. Silver Star Instrument Panel 33. Built te Last 100,000 Miles

: Optional at extra cost.

This Saturday Nite |

Gh &4 WESTRICK MOTOR COMPANY
Bernie Weidman nfoin and Scanlan Streets CARROLLTOWN, PA.

Handi-Geig Darling Brahe ou
fastrament Panel

Finger-Tip Starting
Twin-Duet, Opea-Alr Veantilat-

img amd Meating System

Unusually Large, Fully Usable
Trunk Space

Strong, Nagged Bodies by
Fisher

Nowondisplay

atyour

PontiacDealer
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